Directions: Match the definition to the word, and write the letter on the line.

1. alongside ____  A. motor
2. chores____   B. begin to grow
3. engine____   C. not difficult
4. simple____   D. by the side of
5. sprout____   E. an object that makes a job easier
6. tool ____  F. jobs that have to be done

Directions: Circle the correct word and write it on the line.

7. Helping out can be _________________.
   A. engine   B. tool   C. simple

8. You just need the right _________________.
   A. tool   B. sprout   C. alongside

9. Soon the seeds will _________________ grow into vegetables.
   A. simple   B. tool   C. sprout

10. One job could be to change the oil in the _________________ of a car.
    A. engine   B. chores   C. tool

11. You can work _________________ an adult and feel good.
    A. chores   B. alongside   C. sprout

12. You can turn some _________________ into fun.
    A. engine   B. grew   C. chores